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Glossary 

Rentier State – Political Science and International Relations theory describes states that 

rely on the rent received by the exploitation of natural resources and external rents to 

make payments to internal clients as rentier states. A vital characteristic of a rentier 

state is that a very small group of individuals is involved in the production of the rent, 

while most are recipients (Beblawi 78) 

 

Patrimonialism - a form of governance in which all power flows directly from the leader. 

These regimes are autocratic and typically the ruler enjoys absolute personal power. In 

this system, obedience is owed not to enacted rule but to the person who occupies a 

position of authority by tradition i.e “power relations are informal and personalized”. 

And finally, in these systems there is no clear differentiation between the private purse 

of the leader and public sector.  

 

Neopatrimonialism: Neopatrimonialism is a system of governance involving a mix of 

patrimonial and legal-rational bureaucratic domination, i.e “public norms under 

Neopatrimonialism are formal and rational, but their social practice is often personal 

and informal. 
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Introduction 

             Yemen is in the news today for all the bad reasons. Judging from the general 

perception presented by various news sources Yemen is perpetually flirting with 

collapse, with a crumbling state infrastructure, acute water and oil shortages, a broken 

and disorganized military, three insurgencies, soaring illiteracy and unemployment 

rates, and a southern separatist movement that threatens to divide the country once 

again. However, Yemen has not only endured through tumultuous times but has 

managed to double in size with the reunification of the south and north in 1990. With 

Yemen going through political transition and overhaul there may yet be opportunity to 

repair the damage done to the country’s economy, its resources and political system 

over the last three decades.  

           Modern day Yemen’s economy is defined by its geology, its modest oil reserves 

and an ability to irrigate and cultivate small areas of land that are not covered by the 

country’s vast deserts and harsh climate. Under President Ali Abdullah Saleh, who ruled 

from 1978 to 2011, Yemen was a neo-patrimonial rentier state that relied almost 

entirely on oil revenue and foreign aid for its budget. It functioned as a system of 

patronage where President Saleh kept the status quo by making cash payments to the 

state’s patrons in order to buy their loyalty and wed their interests to the regime’s 

interests. A key part of the strategy that kept the system of patronage alive was to 

create or ignore crises in order to manipulate opposing forces and gain legitimacy 

among the population. 
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         However, over the last several decades the burden on Yemen’s modest resources 

and geological riches has increased exponentially due to massive population growth that 

was at its highest in the 1990s at 3.5%, and is currently at 2.5% (‘Central Intelligence 

Agency’). At this rate Yemen’s population will double every twenty-eight years, from 

24.8 to 49.6 million by 2041. Economic problems, left unaddressed, lead inevitably to 

social and political problems in any country as more and more people struggle for 

limited resources. In Yemen this is precisely the case today. Its political structure and 

the social welfare of its population have been seriously disrupted over the last decade 

as a result of a tumultuous political transition from Ali Abdullah Saleh’s thirty-three year 

rule to an uncertain political future, severely deteriorating security conditions and a lack 

of basic necessities such as food and water.   

The most vital question that needs to be asked is how Yemen got to be in the 

dire condition that it is in today. This will involve an exploration of Yemen’s resource 

crises in the context of its political crisis, and analysis of how the crises emerged and 

their impact on political and economic trends. Therefore, this study will provide a 

detailed explanation of Yemen’s geological resources and hydrology, in the context of 

their role in the country’s political structure.  

The second vital question that needs to be answered is where can Yemen go 

from here? After President Saleh’s departure Yemen’s new President Abd Al-Mansour 

Al-Hadi has launched a national dialogue among all the political factions in order to 

address major problems facing the country, and has staked Yemen’s future on it. Any 

system that emerges in Yemen will be judged on its ability to address not only Yemen’s 
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political dysfunction but also its resources crises, which represents the root of it its 

dubious political predicament. Therefore, this paper will assess solutions to Yemen’s oil 

and water crisis in the context of an emerging political system, and determine its ability 

to address enduring political and economic problems. 

  In Chapter I this study will address Yemen’s hydrological and geological crises. 

As the country’s population has ballooned exponentially over the last few decades, the 

government’s ability to sustain the system of patronage has also declined.  With respect 

to water, under President Saleh attempts to control Yemen’s water sources were made 

in the form of legislative action; however due to lack of effective law making and 

enforcement they had varied levels of success. The specific nature and reasons for 

failure of reforms will be discussed in detail in chapter II. Diminishing resources have led 

to more land and resource disputes among Yemen’s powerful tribes. Warring tribes, an 

increasingly weakened state and a near collapse of Yemen’s resource-driven economy, 

have allowed Al-Qaeda in Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), the Southern Separatist movement 

and the northern Al-Houthi rebellion to emerge as serious threats to the Yemeni state 

and the social and economic welfare of its population.  

Chapter II will address Yemen’s political crises and analyze why President Ali 

Abdullah Saleh’s system of patronage began to break down. Scholars and analysts like 

Victoria Clark have correctly deduced that Ali Abdullah Saleh and his government were 

highly creative in utilizing and even creating crisis, in order to keep their opposition 

divided and weak (Clarke 20). By appearing to face down constant economic, political 

and security crises which state policy enabled, Ali Abdullah Saleh fueled the popular 
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myth that Yemen would collapse without his leadership. The strategy served him well 

for some time and sustained his rule. However, crises are unpredictable, especially in 

an undemocratic system where the government’s key responsibility becomes crisis 

management rather than solutions for political and economic dysfunction. Eventually, 

the crises became too big and too many for Saleh to continue to manipulate them to his 

favor. He was forced to step down, as many of his own tribal allies and military units 

revolted against him in 2011. In his wake President Saleh left a country racked with 

economic and political mismanagement and wide spread corruption. Due to lack of 

governmental oversight Yemen’s water supply was depleted and its oil industry is 

plagued with smuggling corruption. Inevitably economic and political problems led to 

social and security problems in the shape of Al-Qaeda, the Southern Secessionist 

movement and the al-Houthi rebellion, to fester and metastasize. By making no 

substantial attempts to steer Yemen’s economy towards a developmental model, 

reform an antiquated irrigation system and practice higher control over the country’s 

limited water supply, President Saleh ensured the collapse of his own political 

legitimacy. This chapter will also analyze the role of water scarcity as a driving force for 

tribal conflict and the policy failures and successes of President Ali Abdullah Saleh’s 

government.   

 Finally, chapter III will focus on Yemen’s transition from President Saleh’s 

government to interim President Abd al-Mansour Al-Hadi after the Arab Spring. 

President Al-Hadi has initiated a national dialogue among all political parties and 

factions in the country in order to address the breakdown of Yemen’s patronage system, 
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resurrect the economy and lay the foundation of a new political order. In this chapter 

the study will assess possible solutions to Yemen’s resource scarcity woes and the 

political system that the country may transition into in order to best address them.  
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Chapter I 

Yemen’s Hydrology and Geology in Crisis 

 

Located in the south of the Arabian Peninsula, Yemen is a country of 25.4 million 

people, 74.4% of whom live in rural areas. The average population growth is estimated 

at 2.5%/yr. in 2013, which is very high, especially considering the fact that 25% of 

Yemen’s economy and 60% of the population relies on agriculture for sustenance and 

employment. Furthermore, 63% of the population is currently under the age of 25 

(‘Central Intelligence Agency’). Crop yields are regularly low due to lack of rain, lack of 

modern farming techniques and equipment, and insect infestations. Currently Yemen is 

experiencing a major water and energy crisis that has relegated millions of people to 

malnutrition and extreme water insecurity. Furthermore, almost half of the irrigation 

water is used to cultivate Qat, a mild stimulant used socially by most Yemeni men. 

Yemen’s drinking water supply is derived from water wells that tap aquifers deep 

underground. However, extensive amounts of illegal drilling and lack of enforcement of 

regulations have severely depleted the country’s drinking water supply.  

Yemen has no permanent bodies of water inland to derive water from. The 

majority of its irrigation and drinking water comes from underground aquifers and 

sparse rainfall. Over the last several decades due to advancements in drilling technology 

coupled with a lack of regulation and law enforcement from the government, people 

have dug thousands of illegal wells for irrigation water, draining the country’s water 

supply. Rainfall, a major source of irrigation and drinking water has also declined by 40% 
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in the last decade (Almas and Scholz).  Although the area of the cultivated and irrigated 

land has expanded, food and water security has declined significantly as Yemen’s 

population has also ballooned. An increase in water irrigation and cultivated land has 

not been met with modern farming techniques, resulting in lower yields than expected.   

 

Water Resources and Major Geological Regions  

 

Fig. 1.0 – Average precipitation by area. (‘University of Texas Library 2002. Yemen 

Annual Rainfall’)  

The figure above highlights the average annual rainfall in areas of Yemen, which ranges 

from 0-2 inches/yr. in its driest deserts to 15-20 inches/yr. in Sana’a and its surrounding 

regions. Although the southern coastal regions of Yemen experience hot and humid 

climates, most of the country experiences high levels of dry heat with little precipitation. 
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Monsoon rains may occur from April to August and November to January; however, 

they are mainly concentrated in the western third of the country. The coastal areas 

remain remarkably devoid of precipitation year round. The south, central and western 

highlands, where the heavier monsoon rainfall takes place, is where much of Yemen’s 

terrace agriculture takes place. 

 Rainfall in Yemen relies mainly on the Red Sea Convergence and the Monsoon 

Inter Tropical Convergence Zone. The Red Sea Convergence is formed by the coming 

together of two wind streams, one blowing from the Mediterranean in the north and 

the other coming from the Gulf of Aden, across the plains of Afar. Where the two 

streams meet is known as the Red Sea Convergence Zone. The Inter-tropical 

Convergence Zone refers to clouds that circle the earth’s equator carrying monsoon 

rains.  

 Most rainfall zones in the country have quite a regular and predictable rainy 

season. The months between the rainy seasons are marked by long dry spells with 

soaring temperatures in the summer.   
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Fig.. 2.0 Agricultural Land use in Yemen by Region (University of Texas Libraries 2013 

(‘Land Use’)  

  

Geographically Yemen can be divided into five main regions, namely, The Tihama 

Coastal Plains, the Yemen Mountain Massif, the Eastern Plateau Region, the Desert, and 

the Islands. Fig. 2.0 highlights these regions with respect to land use. 
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The Coastal Plains. Located in the south and southwestern part of the country, 

the coastal plains are home to some of the country’s most vital agriculture despite 

receiving very low rainfall (2 inches/annum). The major source of irrigation water is 

derived from valleys or waddis that drain the neighboring lands (Hadden 19). At the 

same time the Tahama coastal plains also experience some of the hottest climate in the 

country with temperatures rising to about 109 degrees Fahrenheit and humidity at 40-

60% at noon.  

The Yemen Mountain Massif. Elevation levels vary from a few hundred meters 

to 12,336 feet above sea level in the western part of the country in and around the 

capital city of Sana’a. The area is characterized by the some of the highest quantity of 

rainfall in the country. The Yemen Mountain Massif is a vital agricultural region where 

terrace farming takes advantage of rainfall that can exceed 39 inches/year. Within the 

Yemen Mountain Massif lie the Central Highlands, where although precipitation is not 

the highest in the region, water collection has allowed for the farming of wheat and 

barley. Yemen’s capital city of Sana’a, one of the oldest cities in the world where people 

have resided for 2500 years, is located in this region (Hadden 20)   

 The Eastern Plateau Region. The Eastern Plateau covers the Hadhramawt 

governorate of Yemen, with arid climate and rainfall as low as 4 inches/year.  Due to 

scarce rainfall and dry hot climate, the people of the Eastern Plateau adhere strongly to 

their tribal heritage. The main crops are dates, coconuts and some coffee, with some 

wheat and millet. “The Hadhramis live on densely built towns centered on traditional 
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watering stations along the valleys that mark the area. On the Plateaus Bedouins tend 

sheep and goats” (Hadden 20). 

Wadi Hadhramawt, the largest valley in the Arabian Peninsula, was formed by the 

erosion of sandstone over millions of years, where ground water is available year round 

as it is replenished by yearly downpours. Wadi Hadhramawt is denoted on Figure 2.0 by 

the light green area. This oasis in the vast Yemeni desert has been vital to the 

agricultural livelihood of cities like Tarim.  

 The Desert. Yemen’s two main deserts, namely the Rub al-Khali and Ramlat al 

Sabatayan are some of the most desolated regions of the world, almost entirely devoid 

of rainfall and vegetation (Hadden 21). The deserts are populated only with scattered 

Bedouin tribes that survive by herding camels.  

 The Islands. Yemen controls five islands located in the Red and Arabian Seas, 

namely Parim, Socotra, Jaba al-Tair, Kamaran Island, and the Hanish Islands. Most of 

these Islands are volcanic in nature, with some containing small villages.  

 

Water Depletion and Population Expansion 

Yemen is home to some of the driest and most lifeless deserts in the world. The 

Ramlat al Sabatayan and Rub Al-Khali deserts cover a substantial area of the country as 

shown in Figure 1.0, and barely contain life. The rest of the country has a predominantly 

arid to semi-arid climate, with high temperatures prevailing throughout the year. 

Although in certain areas rainfall is plentiful, it is not enough to meet the agricultural 

needs of the country’s fast growing population. The capital city of Sana’a, home to 
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approximately 2 million people, is growing at about 7% a year (‘Central Intelligence 

Agency’). If this rate were sustained Sana’a’s population would double every 10 years. 

The city has traditionally derived its water by drilling underground aquifers. However, 

water has become an increasingly undervalued commodity. Over the past several 

decades, illegal drilling and cutting of government water supply lines have drained 

Sana’a’s underground water reserves to dangerously low levels.  

Despite this severe water scarcity, good governance of water has eluded Yemen. 

As a result ground water aquifers declined between 1-7 meters per/yr. in 2005, with 

little to no recharging taking place (Al-Asbahi). According to a 2010 study conducted by 

Mckinsey & Co. at the behest of the Yemeni government, Sana’a may become the first 

city in the modern world to completely run out of water by 2025 (Salisbury). This is 

obviously a nightmare scenario that could likely result in the voluntary migration of 

millions of people to other area in and outside the country, a process that is likely to be 

chaotic and painful. Further unregulated depletion of water reserves will drastically 

affect the lives of millions of people in terms of loss of agriculture and subsequent loss 

of jobs, which will exacerbate food insecurity and malnutrition, thus creating space for 

increased political and social turmoil.  

As stated earlier, Yemen has no permanent body of water and very limited 

freshwater resources. As a largely agrarian society and economy, agriculture uses most 

of the water supply. The irrigated area is approximately 6,801 sq km with 45% of it 

irrigated by rainfall while the rest is irrigated by ground water (Al-Asbahi). Surface water 

is derived mainly from springs and seasonal spate or rainwater. There are also about 
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800 medium and small sized dams that collect rainwater for irrigation. However, the 

capacities of these dams are not sufficient to retain much irrigation water during 

periods of rainfall (Almas and Scholz 59). The agricultural sector uses 90% of Yemen’s 

water resources (Al-Asbahi), and due to lack of adequate rainfall and droughts, a boom 

in the area of cultivated land since the 1970s, the competition for irrigation water has 

increased exponentially. As a result illegal drilling using diesel pumps for irrigation water 

has significantly depleted ground water supplies, resulting in insufficient agricultural 

yields and high levels of food insecurity, thus adding to conflict between peoples and 

tribes. According to Yemen’s minister for Water and Environment, Abd Al-Salam Razaz, 

there are at least 55,000 wells in Sana’a alone (Al-Asbahi) most of which are in private 

control and have been dug without license using diesel drilling pumps. Irrigated land has 

also expanded as a consequence of oil subsidies provided by the government over the 

decades by allowing more people to operate drilling equipment at lower costs and no 

regulation. Although government legislation exists in Yemen concerning illegal drilling, 

only haphazard attempts to curtail illegal drilling have been made. Furthermore, a large 

quantity of water is also lost from government supply lines due to leakage. In 2001 

estimated water losses in Sana’a were 50%, in Taiz 40-60% and Aden 25-30% (Almas and 

Scholz). The water supply system is chronically under-developed, outdated and rusted, 

making it easier for widespread theft of water.  

Yemen has one of the youngest populations in the world, 42% of which is between 

0-14 years of age and 21.1% between the ages of 15-24. The population is expanding at 

a rate of 2.5% and the birthrate of 31.63/1,000 versus a death rate of 6.64/1,000 
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reflects the population boom that has been going on in Yemen for the last several 

decades (Central Intelligence Agency). At this current rate of population growth Yemen’s 

population will increase by approximately 635,000 every year reaching close to 35 

million in 15 years. Yemen’s population growth has remained quite high over the 

decades, but it has also fluctuated considerably. Therefore, these estimates should only 

be taken as current projections, which are likely to change based on the changing 

patterns of population growth. Figures 3.0 and 4.0 illustrate the population density 

areas in Yemen. Most of the densely populated areas are concentrated in and around 

the major cities of Sana’a, Ta’izz and the port city of Aden, with smaller concentrations 

towards the center of the country in cities like Tarim, located in the Wadi Hadhramawt. 

Both figures also illustrate the population expansion that has taken place in less than 

ten years. Yemen’s population expanded from 18.7 million (Fig 3.0) to 23.82 million 

between 2002 and 2009 (Central Intelligence Agency). 

Once Yemen’s population began expanding, especially in the 1990s, demand for 

oil and irrigation water also began to rise sharply, draining the country’s reserves of 

both highly valuable commodities. Former President Ali Abdullah Saleh’s government in 

power for thirty-three years, failed and often was unwilling to adequately address the 

country’s severe water and oil crisis. During Saleh’s time in office, creating and ignoring 

crises to gain legitimacy was a political strategy that produced a country where 

unemployment numbers among young people are upwards of 35% today (Central 

Intelligence Agency) with nearly 55% of the population suffering from chronic 

malnutrition. Eighty percent of child fatalities are also linked to malnutrition 
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(Malnutrition in Yemen 4). Such a rapid growth of population, combined with an 

increase in irrigated and cultivated land, and the depletion of ground water has led to an 

alarming situation in Yemen. Annual per capita water availability is 115 cubic meters, 

which is less than 10% of the regional average and only 2% of the world average, with 

only 38% of the population with access to safe water (Wendt and Aqel). Since close to 

90% of the water is used for irrigation, there is little left for household use. As the 

population expands so does the need for food. According to the World Food Program 

46% of children are malnourished, making it the most food insecure country in the 

region (Förch and Fakhoury). Increasing food demand also increases demand for 

irrigation water while also increasing demand for safe drinking water. As rain is not 

plentiful and there are no permanent bodies of water, any chance for the country’s 

ground water reserves to recharge is out of the question under current conditions. 
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Fig. 3.0- Yemen Population Density Map 2002 (‘Population Density Map’) 
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Fig. 4.0 – Yemen population density map 2009 (Yemen Population Density) 

The main ethnic group in Yemen is Arab, with small populations of African-Arabs, 

South Asians and Europeans living in the country. Since the political situation in Yemen 

has been in decline for at least two decades, violent insurgencies in the South by the 

Southern Secessionist Movement and the northern Shiite Al-Houthi Clan displaced 

hundreds of thousands of people. Since 2006 at least half a million refugees from 

neighboring Somalia and Ethiopia have also arrived in Yemen, in an attempt to escape 

conflict and poverty in their home countries (UN News Center). Many have suffered 

horribly while being smuggled, either killed by the smugglers or thrown overboard. It is 

estimated that over 1,000 people have perished in their attempt to seek asylum in 

Yemen (UN News Center). Furthermore, Somali refugees are often welcomed into 

Yemen, but Ethiopians are treated like criminals to be hunted down and deported. The 
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1951 United Nations (UN) Protocol on the Status of Refugees makes it illegal for 

Ethiopians to enter Yemen as refugees while Somali refugees are considered legal under 

the same convention.  

 

Agricultural Land Uses 

 Accurate figures for agriculture’s share of the economy are difficult to find, due 

to a lack of transparency within the Yemeni government and an underdeveloped 

agricultural sector which relies on outdated techniques and technology. However, 

according to some estimates, agriculture’s share of the economy has been on steady 

decline since 1990 from 24.2% to 7.7% in 2010 (UN data), and only 3% of Yemen’s land 

area is arable land (Giovannucci 5).  

 Political and land conflicts, and their short and long term consequences are far 

from the only factors that have kept Yemen’s agriculture in disarray. Qat cultivation is 

one of the major factors in the decline in Yemeni agricultural yields. Qat is a mild 

stimulant that enters the blood stream when its plant’s leaves are chewed. Almost every 

man and some women in Yemen can be seen chewing Qat leaves on a daily basis. It is a 

source of rapid and high profits for farmers due to the high demand. Qat cultivation 

takes up more than half of the country’s arable land. According to the World Bank 

report, thirty years ago Qat chewing was an occasional pastime, as opposed to now 

when half the adult male population chews daily, a quarter of working hours are spent 

chewing it, and many Yemenis will spend money on the stimulant rather than food 

(Yemen’s Bad Habit). Since Qat’s share of the cultivated land is so vast, it also uses an 
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inordinate share of Yemen’s already severely strained irrigation water supply. 

Furthermore, being one of the few profitable commodities in Yemen, it has encouraged 

illegal drilling on a vast scale across the country while the weak central government has 

been unable to exercise any control over the practice. In some places, due to illegal 

drilling, the water table has dropped so drastically that oil-drilling equipment has to be 

used to tap into water reserves deep underground. Currently Qat cultivation uses 90% 

of all irrigation water, leaving very little for other crops to flourish (Hill). 

 Due to Yemen’s varying climatic zones a surprising variety of crops have been 

produced. The north is dominated largely by coffee and Qat production since both 

flourish in similar climate on the Yemeni central highlands. The coffee trade in Yemen 

goes all the way back to the 16th century during which time it was one of the country’s 

vital exports. The port city of Mocha where much of the coffee exports were transacted 

lends its name to the popular style of coffee in many western coffee shops. Today after 

oil exports, coffee makes up a lion’s share of Yemen’s export as most of Yemen’s 

100,000 farming families have coffee plots since after Qat, coffee is the most is the most 

profitable agricultural commodity (Giovannucci 4). Despite the dry and arid climate 

Yemenis also grow a significant amount of wheat, barley, sorghum and a surprising 

variety of fruits from mangos, bananas and papayas to apples, pears and peaches. 

Finally, livestock also makes up a small portion of economic activity but despite the 

introduction of scientifically improved varieties of beef and cattle in the 1970s and 

1980s Yemen still has to import a large portion of its dairy and poultry needs. 
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Sources of Power 

Oil and natural gas make up a large portion of Yemen’s energy supply needs. The 

Hunt Oil Company near the Ma’rib governorate first discovered oil and natural gas in 

1984. Since then Russian and Canadian companies have also made significant finds of oil 

and natural gas reserves, with the Masilah field as the most productive. In 2012 Yemen 

had 16.9 trillion cubic feet of natural gas reserves (Country Analysis Briefs); however the 

sector remains underdeveloped. The one positive feature of Yemen’s hydrocarbon 

reserves and energy industry is that the country has considerably more natural gas than 

oil and has managed this resource better than the latter. This is because the gas export 

project only came online in 2009 and is, therefore a relatively recent and well-managed 

development. The country’s largest industrial project is Yemen LNG (Liquid Natural Gas), 

which is a 320-km pipeline and gas liquefaction plant at Balhaf on the Arabian Sea. This 

plant has a nominal capacity of 6.7 million tons/year of liquefied natural gas and is 

operated by a consortium of companies, led by Total of France with 39.62% ownership. 

Yemen has signed 20-year contracts to export this gas, mainly to clients in the Far East. 

As Yemen moves forward, it is going to need much more electricity-generating capacity 

and there is a plan to use some of its natural gas to generate electricity in a newly built 

plant in Ma’rib, where much of the gas is located.  Development of Yemen’s natural gas 

and other commodities in the future may ease the pressure on the strained oil industry 

and provide a small economic lifeline to Yemen’s faltering economy. Currently, 

electricity generation is done in oil powered thermal power stations, which can be easily 
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transformed to produce electricity using natural gas. However, with oil production on 

the decline Yemenis are increasingly left without electricity.  

 

Demographic Trends and the Tribes 

A majority of the population in Yemen is Sunni Muslim belonging to the Shafi sect, 

largely concentrated in the Southern mountains and the Tihama. There are some Salafi 

and other smaller groups as well; however, the Zaydi and Islamai’li Shia form the largest 

minority group in Yemen (about 35% of the population). The Zaydi imamate ruled 

Yemen from 897 A.D. to 1970 when the last Imam was deposed by the Egyptian military, 

bringing an end to a thousand year Shiite rule in a predominantly Sunni country. Paul 

Dresch notes, “The areas around Sana’a and northwards for centuries were dominated 

by Zaidi (Shiite) Imams. The crux of Zaidism was that legitimate rule descends through 

the Prophet’s line, of his daughter Fatimah and son-in-law Ali Bin Abi Talib. Such 

descendants of the Prophet are usually called sayyids (also sometimes sharifs; or 

sadah)” (Dresch 22).  Beginning in 2004, when Yemen’s economic and political 

conditions began to show significant signs of decay, the Zaydi Shiite al-Houthi clan 

mounted a significant insurgency from the northern Saddha and Al-Jawf governorates of 

Yemen against the central government and President Ali Abdullah Saleh who is although 

a Zaydi, he does not belong to the line of direct descendants of prophet Mohammed as 

the al-Houthi clan claims.    

Yemen’s divisions are not along ethnic lines since its population is largely 

homogenous. Its divisions and conflicts fall along religious or tribal lines, the roots of 
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which can be found in the country’s political and economic crisis.  Its tribes form the 

social and political divides in Yemeni society where, after family and religion, tribal 

linkages are given very high regard. Yemen’s northern tribes are made up of the Bakil 

and Hashid tribal confederations, which are the most powerful tribes in the country. The 

al-Ahmar family leads the Hashid confederation, which is one of the most influential 

families in Yemeni politics. General Ali Mohsen Al-Ahmar, the second most powerful 

man in Yemen in President Ali Abdullah Saleh’s government belonged to the powerful 

Al-Ahmar family of the Hashid confederation. Former President Saleh came from the 

Sanhan tribe also in the Hashid confederation. Figure 5.0 illustrates the main tribal 

confederations and the rough territories they control. As can be seen on the map 

Yemen’s most powerful tribal confederations find their seat of power in the country’s 

most populous and geologically wettest and richest areas.  

For some western observers Yemen’s tribes have been detrimental to Yemen’s 

development as they have contributed to pervasive water and land conflict. However, a 

closer look suggests that Yemen’s powerful tribes have derived their power and 

legitimacy in the absence of meaningful state power. Tribal law and allegiances provide 

social order, employment and a justice system outside the realm of the government 

that is often seen as highly inefficient and corrupt. Since Yemen has experienced 

political instability many times over the centuries, its tribes have provided stability, 

economic support and protection to their members.   

Yemen’s most powerful tribes play a significant role in Yemeni political and social 

life. At times the tribes have raised militias to fight and protect their interests against 
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encroachment from other tribes, while at other times they have fought with the military 

to protect the status quo. For instance in 2011 when the terrorist group Al-Qaeda in the 

Arabian Peninsula and its off-shoot Ansar al-Sharia began taking over towns and cities in 

the Southern governorates of Abyan and Shabwa it was the action of tribal militias that 

took the fight to AQAP and drove them out. Furthermore, over the years as Saleh paid 

off tribal leaders with guns, he also gave away a portion of the government’s role as the 

sole authority over the legitimate use of firearms to the tribes. Yemen’s gun 

proliferation, comparative to its population is only second to that of the United States.  

  
Fig. 5.0 – Yemen’s main tribes, their territories, and ethnic and religious divisions 

(‘Distribution of Ethno-religious Groups’) 
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Chapter II 
 

The Role of Resource Mismanagement in Yemen’s Political Crisis: Why it All Ended in 
Revolution 

 

Oil, the Tribes and Crisis as State Policy   

Yemen’s central government of Ali Abdullah Saleh had created a time-tested 

strategy of dealing with the tribal cultures of this poor Middle Eastern state. Like the 

Ottomans, British and even the Egyptians before him, President Saleh created a complex 

system of patronage towards the various tribes that  he often bribed with guns and 

money from the country’s oil wealth for appeasement. This is a similar strategy to other 

oil rich “Rentier states” like Saudi Arabia, where opposition is silenced through massive 

government subsidies from the country’s wealth derived from natural resources to buy 

loyalty. However, Yemen’s comparative lack of oil wealth meant that Ali Abdullah Saleh 

could not rely entirely on cash to subdue his opposition. He utilized repression for when 

they stepped too far out of line, and used tribal militias and insurgent movements to his 

advantage by pitting his opposition against one another, favoring certain tribes over 

others when it came to government employment and contracts. An integral part of this 

strategy was the state’s unwillingness, and at certain times inability to exert legitimate 

governmental authority over the country’s vital natural resources. Vital to this 

haphazard approach to matters of state was a perpetual state of crisis, employed as a 

policy under Saleh in order to maintain the status quo. As Sarah Phillips notes: 

The Yemeni system is no stranger to crisis; in fact, crisis has kept the 
system running, and has been to a significant degree, a deliberate choice by 
Yemen’s power elite. The regime of President Ali Abdullah Saleh has chosen not 
to implement the rule of law despite its capacity to do so. It has chosen not to 
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plan for a post-oil economy despite the possibility of an investment-based 
model, and has instead mortgaged its future on its ability to bargain for 
external support. Finally it has chosen to reward those who reinforce the 
legitimacy of a system that endorses the criminalization of the state. (Phillips 
10) 

 

This strategy of ignoring and even creating crises, deliberately chosen by the 

Saleh regime, was only capable of maintaining the status quo rather than providing 

sustainable development for Yemen. Instead of adopting a developmental economic 

and political model, which would have provided a more long term path towards real 

employment and stability for Yemenis, Saleh’s strategy of doling out cash for loyalty 

ensured he and his party remained in power and the status quo maintained. He opted 

to pursue short-term goals over long term planning, which discouraged him from 

enacting political and economic reform. Eventually as oil, and with it the money, began 

to run out, the breakdown of the system of patronage he and his allies relied on to hold 

on to power became inevitable 

 Yemen under Saleh was functioned as neo-patrimonial system, which, by its 

nature, causes chronic fiscal crisis and makes economic growth very difficult (Bratton 

and Van De Valle 460). In a patrimonial system of government the seat of ultimate 

power in a country is tied to a specific person or dictator rather than a political office, 

who buys loyalty and favors in return for government favors in the form of revenue 

disbursements gained from exploiting natural resources, primarily oil. In Yemen other 

forms of payment also included heavily subsidized oil prices, preferential treatment to 

certain groups and persons in attaining government contracts, rights to conduct legal 

and illicit businesses and a lucrative black market in diesel smuggling.  
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  In Yemen’s neo-patrimonial system all the above conditions exist alongside 

democratic political institutions of parliament, political parties and civil society 

organizations. In a neo-patrimonial system political parties, civil society organizations 

and in Yemen’s case, the tribes become the clients of the patron or leader, offering their 

loyalty in return for money, power and even a certain level of autonomy for the tribes in 

the regions they control. However, a unique quality of a neo-patrimonial system is that 

the official bureaucratic institutions of parliament, the judiciary and its political parties 

do not produce or transfer political power. In Yemen’s case the informal and complex 

system of patronage is the tool through which state policy was carried out between 

Yemen’s military, President Saleh and the tribes.  

Therefore, the Yemeni regime under Saleh’s neo-patrimonial system was not a 

traditional dictatorship, rather a collection of individuals, political parties and military 

officials who played a role in the President’s decision-making logic. The dominant group 

of insiders in President Saleh’s regime was formed by his own political party, the 

General People’s Congress, which dominated the parliament almost entirely. Some of 

the regime’s closest allies were carefully chosen from the two most powerful tribes 

mentioned in the last chapter, the Sanhan (Saleh’s own tribes) and other powerful tribes 

from the Hashid confederation of tribes. Many political leaders, military officials and 

other influential bureaucrats were President Saleh’s own close relatives or closely 

related through the tribes, forming his closest allies.  

 Tribal linkages and bonds form the social and economic backbone of Yemeni 

society. Not all tribes have an equal share in power and the resources disseminated 
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from the President’s office.  Tribes belonging to the Hashid Confederation, including 

President Saleh’s Sanhan tribe, have remarkable access to the state’s power and the 

country’s resources. The Northern tribes that find their seat of power in and around the 

capital city of Sana’a are the most powerful due to their geographical position at the 

center of Yemen’s agricultural and economic activity. The central government in Sana’a 

and the Presidency of Ali Abdullah Saleh had limited reach outside of Sana’a, especially 

far off governorates had little central government influence. There tribal structures also 

tend to be weaker due to lack of development and limited access to the government 

bureaucracy, one of few viable sources of wealth.  

 There are several ways to think about Yemen’s tribes. From a sociological 

perspective they offer societal bonds of kinship and economic support to their 

members. A second way to think about them is their relations to each other. However, 

this study will concentrate on the tribes’ role in the national context and political 

framework under President Saleh. Therefore, the tribes’ ability to engage in armed 

rebellion made them actors in President Saleh’s policy calculations. Under the informal 

system of patronage Saleh not only appeased the tribes with cash, but also guns, giving 

away the state’s monopoly over the legitimate use of force. Tribal militias have fought 

beside government forces to quell other insurgencies and rebellions across the country, 

especially against the Southern Secessionist movement. In 2003 Yemen’s tribes held a 

total of 5.58 million firearms and the tribal Sheiks personally held another 184,000, 

compared with the state’s 1.5 million (Miller). Therefore, Saleh was not only afraid of 

the tribes and weary of their opposition to his legitimacy, but also had an incentive to 
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keep them strong as he relied on their political support and their militias. Therefore, the 

status quo was maintained through co-opting tribal leaders and manipulating them to 

oppose each other, rather than the state. Many tribal leaders receive cash stipends from 

the Department of Tribal Affairs, whose dealings are entirely in the shadows, in return 

for their loyalty. Over time this process of bribing the tribal leaders has corrupted the 

traditional customs that governed local justice systems and a tribe’s welfare by 

tarnishing the legitimacy of tribal leadership.  Therefore, in the short run the system of 

patronage towards the tribes may have provided some form of stability, but in the 

long run, as tribal leaders lost legitimacy, they also lost their ability to do Saleh’s 

bidding and quell opposition to his status quo.  

 Another vital way Saleh retained the status quo was heavily subsidized gasoline 

and diesel fuel, which have produced a very lucrative black market for diesel smuggling. 

Even though Yemen has its own modest supply of oil, large quantities of diesel has to be 

imported as the country’s own diesel production is largely smuggled abroad. The 

imported diesel is bought at higher international prices and then sold at heavily 

subsidized prices, at significant financial loss to the government. Diesel smuggling, 

accurate statistics for which are impossible to find, and the government’s inability to 

continue to import expensive diesel and sell it at much cheaper rates, has caused diesel 

shortages across the country. Diesel, which is used to pump irrigation water, operate 

trucks that haul garbage, food, construction material, and produce electricity, is a vital 

commodity for Yemen’s fragile economy. It was suspected that high level officials within 

the Yemeni government were and are still involved in the illegal trade of syphoning 
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diesel to North Africa. Heavy subsidies of diesel incentivized its haphazard use and the 

ability of people to cheaply smuggle large quantities of it into North Africa to sell for 

profit. Occasional reports of Yemeni authorities stopping diesel smugglers appear in 

various news outlets, however under Saleh no concerted effort was taken to curb the 

black market trade. In order to challenge the diesel smugglers Saleh would have been 

forced to reevaluate the country’s system of oil subsidies, angering various 

stakeholders, and perhaps incurring opposition from regime officials with a stake in the 

black market trade. Therefore, Saleh chose the path of least resistance by trying to 

manage the crisis and retain the status quo, rather than choosing a developmental 

economic model and enforcing the law. 

            Unlike traditional patrimonial systems, under Saleh Yemenis enjoyed a certain 

degree of freedom, far more than their Arab counterparts in Saudi Arabia, by being able 

to criticize the political establishment and freely associate with opposition groups. 

However, a concerted opposition political party and power bases were either 

discouraged through the patronage system or direct coercion using the military and 

security services. Phillips refers to the Yemeni government’s approach to opposition 

under Saleh as the “madman” strategy (Phillips 8), where Saleh used the security 

apparatus to crush dissent on random occasions, giving the impression that he was 

unpredictable, keeping his opponents cautious and afraid. For example in 2004 a Shia 

Zaydi rebellion in the Sa’da governorate revealed the extent to which Saleh used his 

security apparatus to subdue his opponents when needed. Housein al-Houthi, the 

movement’s leader and former Member of Parliament, called President Saleh a tyrant 
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who wanted to please America and Israel, sparking a rebellion with government forces 

and the Shia al-Houthi clan that has raged to present day. Accurate numbers of military 

personnel and rebel fighters are impossible to determine but some estimates suggest 

that there were between 20,000 and 60,000 Yemeni troops in Sa’da during the conflict. 

To date, 500,000 people in Sa’da and Hajja governorates alone have been displaced as a 

result of the conflict (Internal Displacement). Casualties on the al-Houthi side are bound 

to be exponentially higher than the military due to their relative lack of weapons and 

sophistication.  

A unique feature of Yemen’s patronage system has been its ability to be 

remarkably inclusive. The various tribes, political parties and the military were co-opted 

into the system of payments, employment and government contracts in return for 

stability and loyalty.  Tribal and military elites formed the inner circle of the patronage 

system closest to President Saleh. However, the closest allies to Saleh were his direct 

family members who were given the most vital posts in government’s security 

apparatus and bureaucracy.   

Since Yemen’s patronage system under President Ali Abdullah Saleh was built 

almost entirely on disbursement of oil revenue and crisis management, it lacked any 

policy apparatus to predict and prevent crisis. As crises became a default policy of the 

Saleh administration, which saw them as tools to negotiate settlements and disperse 

wealth among the various actors to keep the peace or create conflict if needed. For 

example on one occasion in March 2011 Saleh pardoned and released seventy members 

of Al-Qaeda. This was not an isolated incident. Saleh had become notorious for 
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pardoning Al-Qaeda members like Fahd al-Quso and Jamal al-Badawi, who were 

involved in the bombing of the USS Cole, despite the fact that Al-Qaeda vowed 

publically to bring down Saleh’s regime. In some instances Saleh even used Al-Qaeda 

fighters to fight and crush other rebellions in the country. Similar to what many 

observers have noticed about Pakistan, Saleh used the constant sense of crisis to not 

only manipulate internal politics, but to keep the international community’s attention 

on Yemen, which relies on international aid for part of its budget.   

As described in Chapter I, Yemen’s geography, and its natural resources had a 

significant impact on the nature of government that Ali Abdullah Saleh presided over. 

Close to 70% of Yemen’s yearly budget was derived from oil revenues (United Nations 

Development Assistance Framework), forming the backbone of the patronage system. 

Some other estimates suggest that oil revenue as an actual portion of the GDP is closer 

to 90%. Yemen is somewhat distinct from its much more prosperous neighbors like 

Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates, as it had just enough natural resources to 

sustain a system of patronage under President Saleh, but not enough to establish a full 

rentier state.  Furthermore, oil production severely declined from 440,000 barrels/day 

in 2001 to an average of 170,000 barrels/day by the end of 2011 (Country Analysis 

Briefs), Saleh chose to continue patronage to his clients with no prospect for any 

alternative sources of income. As revenue from oil began drying up and diesel 

shortages began to bite, cracks in the system of patronage also began to appear.  

 The first sure sign of the breakdown began in 2004 with the beginning of the 

Northern al-Houthi rebellion and the intensified calls from the South to secede. Since 
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the breakdown of the system was allowed to persist, economic problems metastasized 

into societal and political ones. It created spaces for multiple crises to fester and grow 

into unmanageable problems for President Saleh. With 35% unemployment (Central 

Intelligence Agency), rising poverty and dwindling resources of water and oil, opposition 

movements’ grievances were given all the more salience as Saleh failed to address any 

of their real concerns.  

 

Water Scarcity, Tribal Conflict and Reform  

         Since water is not a commodity that the central government can get revenue from, 

it is difficult to determine what direct role, if any, it plays in Yemen’s neo-patrimonial 

system. Its affects are largely felt by people and tribes on a local level, in communities 

where water and land conflict is becoming increasingly prevalent. Years in the system of 

patronage that alienated tribal leaders from their tribes, pervasive economic decline, 

food insecurity and malnourishment, and a lack of basic services, has eroded the 

traditional tribal conflict mitigation laws and customs. The central government of 

President Saleh could do little to mitigate conflict between the tribes as the government 

has never had much say in local tribal affairs, and is wracked with corruption and 

inefficiency. Tribal law involves specific customs and procedures through which tribal 

leaders negotiate solutions to conflicts.  

           As stated in the previous chapter a vast majority of tribal disputes arise over land 

and water, which is increasingly the case due to Yemen’s acute water shortage. As tribal 

law has lost its ability to deal with conflict, minor disputes commonly escalate into gun 
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violence and long-term disputes. In the Al-Jawf governorate conflicts over water are 

common as the only clean source of drinking water for the Al-Hazem district is in 

neighboring Al-Ghail district. Sometimes conflicts have led to residents of Al-Ghail 

blocking access to water from residents in Al-Hazem. The absence of effective water 

irrigation systems exacerbates this problem. Many of the conflicts are long-lasting, with 

easy access to arms facilitating them.  

         At current rate of usage predictions suggest that a majority of (Yemen’s) aquifers 

will run dry within fifteen to fifty years with potentially devastating consequences for 

social and political stability (Yemen Armed Violence Assessment). In 2007 in the Marib, 

Al-Jawf and Shabwa governorates over 158 conflicts took place between 2001 and 2005 

involving 221 tribes (Yemen: Two NGOs). In April 2013 two people were killed as a result 

of a water dispute in Sana’a. What began as fist fight evolved into a conflict with knives 

and clubs with members of two families trading blows over access to water (Al-Mokshi), 

resulting in the deaths of two people. Incidents like this are so common in Yemen today 

that according to the Yemeni government’s own figures at least 4000 people die each 

year as a result of land and water disputes, more than the yearly deaths from all the 

other rebellions and insurgencies combined (Yemen: Violence). This number is bound to 

be higher as the central government has little to no access to many rural areas where 

water conflict is handled through tribal law and revenge killing.  

 The Yemeni state under Saleh functioned as a “shadow state,” the 

stakeholders for which operated outside the traditional government institutions and 

bureaucracies. The five families and the powerful tribes they belong to exercised undue 
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influence over the government and enjoyed an inordinate amount of access to sources 

of wealth. Saleh avoided reform not only because it was politically expedient to 

manipulate crisis for political gain, but also because meaningful reform meant incurring 

a significant push back from Yemen’s other entrenched political and economic elites 

who relied on the status quo for their power. Yemeni tribal leaders have a history of 

resisting reform in the water sector at the local level. In conjunction with other security 

officials and parliamentarians, there has been violent resistance to previous attempts at 

water management, including blowing up wells and pumps (Zeitoun 19). Due to its 

increasing scarcity the control over water plays a pivotal role in the power arrangements 

within Yemeni society. Growing scarcity has exacerbated the level of inequity in access 

to sources of water. Local tribal sheikhs therefore, have a vested interest in controlling 

the sources of water to gain legitimacy and power, and resisting governmental control. 

“Ownership of a water source is correlated with higher income, and the poor typically 

either share an agricultural water source, or buy water, or have no access other than 

rainwater” (Ward, et al 4). Therefore, the wealthy have money to pay for oil drilling 

equipment and bribe local officials to circumvent the law. Since the tribal leaders also 

control large amounts of weapons and command tribal militias, they also often engage 

in armed conflict to protect or take control over sources of water. Traditional 

governmental bureaucracies designed to manage Yemen’s water supply suffered from a 

lack of willingness and support from Saleh to implement the rule of law. Therefore, they 

also lacked any legitimacy in tribal society to effectively implement water management 

strategies. As Zeitoun notes the Ministry of Water and Environment, National Water 
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Resource Authority and the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation have low 

implementation capacity due to lack of legitimacy, especial in the rural areas, where 

they have found it difficult to challenge the established status quo (Zeitoun 19).  

         Attempts were made to control and better manage Yemen’s water resources, 

which are largely located in rural areas and are controlled by farmers. The Water Law, 

passed under President Saleh aimed to “to regulate, develop and ration the exploitation 

of water resources, as well as the protection thereof from depletion and pollution, the 

improvement of the efficiency of conveying and distributing their uses and the proper 

maintenance and operation of the installations thereof, and the participation of the 

beneficiaries thereof in their management in the various stages of their development, 

investment and conservation thereof” (Richards 2). A key component of the law was to 

implement a program to register the rights of individuals to their sources of water. 

However, the implementation of the Water Law and results from it were largely 

disappointing. In some areas like Ta’iz and Lahej drilling and abuse were brought under 

control; however, in most areas the Water Law and the government institutions charged 

with implementing it have produced very limited results. In certain areas regulators 

faced violent retaliation, lack of backing from government authority, and corruption as a 

hindrance in enforcing the law, while in others they lacked the legitimacy to enforce it. 

The National Water Resource Authority’s (NWRA) local branches “remain handicapped 

with incomplete decentralization, inadequate human capacity, and erratic and 

inadequate financing” (Ward et al. 19). Another problem with the Water Law was, and 

still is, that it contained no provisions for resolving conflict between the NWRA and its 
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stakeholders, nor does it provide avenues to appeal NWRA’s decisions (Richards 10). 

With failed reforms and crisis growing out of control, finally in 2011 Saleh’s government 

signed the Sana’a Declaration pledging to practice more control over Sana’a’s water 

supply. However, a vast amount of damage had already been done through the regime’s 

laissez faire approach to water management that encouraged the drilling of thousands 

of illegal wells depleted Yemen’s underground water supply. In the coming months 

Saleh’s declarations and promises failed to appease his detractors, who pushed to 

remove him from office. In his wake the Sana’a declaration and water management took 

a back seat to the larger task of establishing a new political order.  

   In place of efficient reforms of Yemen’s irrigation and potable water system, 

which would have prevented much tribal conflict, haphazard approaches to reforming 

the system produced very limited results in managing and regulating Yemen’s water 

resources, thus facilitating further conflict. With tribal leaders having an active stake in 

maintaining the government’s inability to regulate water resources, in order to keep 

their power and autonomy, conflict among the tribes was inevitable.  Water scarcity 

and the conflicts that arise from it is one of the greatest hindrances against social 

stability and economic growth in Yemen. On the one hand tribal loyalty and social 

cohesion provides many Yemenis with their identity, while on the other hand tribal 

conflict has weakened traditional tribal customs and laws. As the system of patronage 

weakened under Saleh, tribal leaders and their tribes lost their source of income and 

preferential treatment from the state. Due to its acute scarcity, water distribution has 

become far more unequal as growing numbers of groups vie for it.  
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Other Security Threats 

       In the absence of state legitimacy, its inability and often unwillingness to confront 

crisis, and even facilitate them for political means, space was created for various groups 

to mount violent opposition to the government. Political collapse of the system of 

patronage, a weakening of the government bureaucracy, and resource depletion 

manifested itself in the form of dysfunctional social and political movements like the 

Southern Secessionists and Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.  

                The Southern Movement. The unification of the Marxist “People’s Democratic 

Republic of Yemen” and the “Northern Republic of Yemen” constitutes the greatest 

diplomatic achievement in Yemen in recent history. However soon after reunification in 

1990 northern domination over the sources of political power and the country’s oil 

resources began, reaching a precipice in the 1994 civil war between the two factions. 

Although the civil war was effectively crushed by the Saleh government, deep 

resentment, irreconcilable differences over varying visions for the country and unfair 

distribution of oil revenue gave rise to the South Yemen movements and organizations 

like al-Herak that have been accused of wanting succession from the twenty-two year 

unification.  

Soon after unification tensions between the former south and the north began 

to arise in the political realm. The former North’s General People’s Congress party 

dominated the government in Sana’a while South Yemen’s socialist political parties 

were marginalized in the political system and the system of patronage. As early as 1994 
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south Yemeni army units, who saw the north-dominated government as corrupt, staged 

an armed revolt against Saleh and his government. The Southern Movement in Yemen 

began as a group of former government employees protesting their dismissal from 

government posts after reunification. The situation became tenser when Yemen refused 

to support coalition forces fighting Saddam’s invading army in Kuwait during the Gulf 

War. In response Saudi Arabia expelled 800,000 Yemeni’s working in the country. 

Remittances from Yemenis working in Saudi Arabia were a vital source of income for 

Yemen’s economy. As discontent grew, these small protests eventually manifested into 

a wide-spread movement with hundreds of thousands of supporters, protesters and 

armed groups. Although Saleh’s security forces crushed the rebellion, his inability and 

unwillingness to reconcile with the South in order to lay the groundwork for a unified 

Yemen meant that South Yemenis remained disillusioned with a unified country. Instead 

Saleh amended the constitution to extend his presidential term to seven years from five 

years and Southern Yemeni political parties were almost completely sidelined in the 

Parliament.  In 2007 the rebellion in the south became a resistance movement that took 

to the streets in the port city of Aden and other smaller cities in the south in protest of 

what they saw as the north dominated central government’s monopoly over the South’s 

oil resources, discrimination in employment and unjust treatment at the hands of the 

military. 

 Over his presidency Saleh did little to nothing to address the grievances of the 

south concerning the equitable distribution of oil revenue, or deal with the dire water 

situation in the South, especially the port city of Aden. By 2007 the movement, now 
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known as al Herak, had grown exponentially. However, it still remains a collection of 

various groups with varying agendas. Parts of the movement are former socialist party 

elites, others are tribal leaders like Tariq al-Fadhli who have their own agendas, yet 

others are protesting due to the deteriorating economic and security conditions in the 

country. During the last years of the Saleh era security forces were accused by human 

rights groups for widespread use of unprovoked deadly force against protesters in the 

south, and arresting journalists. In response certain factions of the movement, made up 

of former military personnel have become more militant in their activity. There was a 

rise in violence between 2007 and 2008, such as burning down police stations and 

military equipment and killing security personnel, by factions within the southern 

movement. In October 2009 thousands of protesters took to the streets during a visit by 

the Secretary General of the Arab League Amr Moussa to demand that the Arab League 

mediate talks for South Yemen’s succession.  

 The Yemeni uprising in 2011 that saw president Saleh hand over power to his 

vice president al-Hadi, has been seen as a welcome sign by many in the country, 

including factions of the south. Although President Al-Hadi does not have a power base 

yet, he is someone that Yemenis are willing to live with for the time being it seems, even 

though al Hirak officially boycotted his election. In March 2011 gunmen allegedly from 

the southern movement attacked two military outposts in Dhale city, from which they 

stole military equipment. On the positive side a national dialogue including various 

aggrieved parties is set to be held in the next few months. The dialogue liaison 

committee reached out to the northern al-Houthis and the southern movement to take 
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part in the dialogue. In February 2012 a delegation of European Union delegates met 

with leaders of the Southern Movement in Aden to convince them to join the national 

dialogue. By April of 2013 the National Dialogue was finally underway and has so far 

produced some optimistic results, with respect to removing high ranking loyalists and 

family members of former President Saleh. However, there has been very little attention 

given to the country’s socio-economic situation, and most importantly the role of 

government in regulating and increasing the production of oil and water and finding 

alternative energy sources. At this time it would be premature to speculate on the 

results of the National Dialogue with respect to the Southern movement. Chapter III will 

discuss the details of the National Dialogue in the context of viable solutions for 

Yemen’s resource and economic woes.  

 

         Al-Qaeda in Yemen. Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula also represents a threat to 

stability to Yemen’s emerging political order and to the region at large. Historically 

Yemen was tied to Al-Qaeda before the attacks of 9/11. Osama Bin Laden, leader and 

visionary for the movement was himself from a Yemeni family that had immigrated to 

Saudi Arabia. Although a majority of the 9/11 bombers had Saudi passports, most of 

them came from Saudi Arabia’s Asir province, which has close tribal and cultural ties to 

Yemen and has periodically been under Yemen’s control in the past. Furthermore, a 

large number of fighters that assembled to fight the Jihad against the Soviets in 

Afghanistan were Yemeni, many of whom later became members of the Al-Qaeda. 

Furthermore, Al-Qaeda operatives out of Yemen carried out the attacks on the USS Cole 
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and U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.  For AQAP, political instability caused by the 

Yemeni government fighting to contain several crises, their cultural and ethnic ties with 

the tribes, and availability of experienced fighters from Afghanistan, has given it a 

slightly different advantage than in places like Afghanistan. Some observers have 

mentioned that due to their tribal linkages Al-Qaeda leaders have been more effective 

in garnering protection, support and even recruits from their tribes, even inter-marrying 

in order to strengthen this support. Other tribes, who may not support the jihadist 

sentimentalities of AQAP, have seen an economic advantage in sheltering fighters in the 

absence of the central government’s ability to continue the system of patronage.  

Victoria Clark notes in “that for Yemen’s tribal cultures’ historical rejection of the power 

of the state in order to gain financial favors suits their purpose. They have little 

sympathy for or interest in the Jihadist interpretation of Islam. They hold to the custom 

of sheltering someone at pain of death, unless the state offers them a settlement they 

cannot refuse. Local tribal law is far more important, and older than Islamic law, and 

“historically money, guns and favors from the state have trumped even that.”(Clarke 

20)  

Taking advantage of the crumbling state infrastructure, the dwindling oil supply 

that is predicted to run out by 2017, unemployment at near 40% (Salisbury), two 

stubborn insurgent movements in the north and south, and the dysfunctional system of 

tribal patronage has worked well in AQAP’s favor. As Christopher Swift notes in Yemen 

Al-Qaeda is fighting on native soil and speaking the native language, which has helped it 

to strengthen ties with the tribal cultures many of the fighters already belong to (Swift). 
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Therefore, in contrast to Afghanistan and Pakistan where foreign Al-Qaeda fighters had 

to ingratiate themselves to local tribal cultures and work in collusion with the Taliban, in 

Yemen they are simply re-integrating into Yemeni society. This makes AQAP a more 

sophisticated and sustainable insurgent movement. Relying on its sophistication AQAP 

has been able to mount full-scale gun battles with government forces and even hold 

territories in the southern provinces of Abyan and Shabwan.  

            Today Yemen has become a front line for counterterrorism operations for the 

“war in terror” which under the Obama administration has relied heavily on drone 

attacks. In the meantime the AQAP has become a very resilient organization that 

recently even carved out territory for itself in the Southern Yemeni Province of Abyan, 

from which it was able to freely recruit fighters, until it was driven out by a joint military 

and tribal militia effort. So far it has also shown the ability to learn from its mistakes of 

attacking civilians in other places and turning public opinion against themselves. The 

attacks so far have primarily targeted military and government officials. However, the 

threat from AQAP in Yemen is exacerbated by the country’s alarming economic 

dysfunction, dwindling natural resources, political stalemates and alienation of its tribal 

cultures, which are a much bigger threat to the state and a great recruitment strategy 

for AQAP.  

            However, AQAP is a symptom and not the actual problem in Yemen, and should 

be dealt with as such. Al-Qaeda in Yemen, like its many other off-shoots, operates in 

zones of anarchy where government control and legitimacy is lacking, and basic 

services like running water, electricity and a working justice system  (whether tribal or 
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governmental) is weakened. They are in-part a byproduct of a decaying political order 

in Yemen. It would therefore be a mistake to see Yemen just through the prism of 

counter-terrorism and the AQAP. Yemen’s deep dysfunction has entirely different 

structural causes explored in detail above, which need to be addressed.  
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Chapter III 

 
Where Does Yemen go From Here? 

 
 

 The political crisis of 2011 revealed a number of long-standing structural 

weaknesses in the country’s economy. It is in thrall to a complex network of elites that 

control the oil industry, imports and the distribution of food. Many of these people are 

still key figures in the political and economic framework of the country. Yemen’s 

structural problems in its government and military, severely deteriorated security 

situation and acute resource scarcity are enormous hindrances to political stability, 

economic growth and population control. Even though Yemen’s political system, based 

on patronage, has allowed for a wide diversity of individuals and groups to participate in 

the political arena, this variety is not based on the idea of forming consensus and finding 

solutions to problems. It is based on groups and individuals competing for resources and 

power the government under President Saleh doled out, rather than focusing on 

developing the country’s resources, its economy and dealing with the demand side of 

the resources rather than the supply side. Long-term solutions to Yemen’s structural 

problems under Saleh by forming a consensus among opposing groups were unlikely 

since the long-term goals for various groups were irrational in the face of extracting 

short-term benefits from the government. Furthermore, President Saleh’s close inner 

circle of family members and powerful tribal leaders was also a hindrance to reform, as 

they all relied on the system of privilege to sustain their power. In order to institute any 

meaningful reform to the country’s economy or its political structure, Saleh would have 
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had to challenge the inner circle and disturb his own status quo. Therefore, although 

Saleh exercised complete control over the country’s resources and state infrastructure, 

his own inner circle of elites and their expectations restricted him from reform. 

Therefore, ironically the very system Saleh had set up to sustain the status quo resulted 

in his downfall in the Arab Spring of 2011. 

 

Yemen’s National Dialogue and the Emerging Political Status Quo 

 In 2011 millions of people took to the streets all over the Middle East in a bid to 

stand up to their autocratic governments and demand democratic change. In Yemen 

hundreds of thousands of people poured into city streets and centers to demand for 

Saleh’s resignation. In response Saleh tried to appease them by making promises of 

reform and increased civil service employment. However, his power began to unravel 

when the military and the tribes joined with the protester’s calls from him to resign. This 

time Saleh relied on military force against the protesters when snipers killed fifty-two 

and injured hundreds more during a peaceful protest in Sana’a’s Taghair square and 

hospitals were told not to serve the injured (Bloomfield). As a result the top military 

officer and Saleh’s cousin Ali-Mohsen Al-Ahmar defected in protest, followed by other 

defections. There had been long standing tensions between General Al-Ahmar and 

President Saleh, who is rumored to have ordered an assassination attempt on the 

general’s life at his military headquarters. After months of standoff, political stalemates 

and occasional violence between Ali Mohsen and Saleh’s supporters, Saleh was forced 

to leave the country after an attempted assassination in June 2011 that required 
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hospitalization. As a result power passed to his vice president Abd Al-Mansur Al-Hadi 

and Saleh accepted an agreement put forth by the Gulf Cooperation Council.  

 President Al-Hadi has been in power for almost two years and on March 18, 

2013, launched a National Dialogue aimed at bringing all of Yemen’s political factions, 

social groups, and bureaucrats together to discuss a future economic and political 

direction for the country. Yemenis have high expectations for the dialogue to deliver 

some real change in their country. Success in achieving long-term economic and political 

solutions to Yemen’s problems is not only significant for Yemenis but also for the 

region’s security as well. A zone of anarchy and a civil war at their border is something 

that Saudi Arabia and other gulf countries would like to avoid, as it would certainly 

create security problems for them. On the other hand Saudi Arabia may be weary of an 

emerging transparent and more liberal democracy in Yemen, as that may cause internal 

strife in their country’s system of government. Therefore, Saudi, Arabia’s stake in the 

outcome of the dialogue will also dictate its process in part as it is the largest donor of 

aid to the Yemen’s central government. US involvement in the process also sheds a light 

of suspicion over the National Dialogue for Yemenis.  

For more than a year the US has operated a little ‘green zone’ in the capital city 
of Sana’a, while the US military operates lethal predator drones in the 
country’s airspace. As a result the US has sown more suspicion and local 
opposition than any other country. Meanwhile the US serves as one of the 
primary sponsors of the political transition, along with Saudi Arabia. By shaping 
this transition to serve foreign interests, foreign actors have fueled tension 
among domestic actors. (Day) 

   

 A further challenging the success of the national dialogue is the large number of 

factions and people that are involved, many of whom have very diverging visions of the 
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direction the country should take. For instance, parts of the Southern Movement want 

to completely secede from the union, while others are willing to compromise in return 

for a certain amount of autonomy from the central government in Sana’a. Due to the 

wide diversity of groups represented, and the large number of domestic issues on the 

table, from the concerns of the South, to the al-Houthi rebels’ claims to the seat of 

power in Yemen to child marriages and chronic unemployment among the youth, 

progress for the National Dialogue has been slow. The issue of water and oil 

management has yet to even be discussed at length during the proceedings, which is 

astonishing considering the vitality of both commodities to Yemen’s economy.  

 Farea al-Muslimi notes, that at first glance the National Dialogue seems useful. 

However, the national and international preoccupation with it has stalled the day-to-day 

operations of the Yemeni government as ministers, parliamentary members and other 

bureaucrats essential to the functioning of the government spend most of their time 

preparing or taking part in the dialogue and shirking their regular duties (Al-Muslimi 10). 

With less than two months to go in the timeline set for the National Dialogue the 

delegates and the government have yet to even draft a new constitution for Yemen. So 

far the only real change the National Dialogue has accomplished is the removal of 

powerful Saleh relatives and friends from high posts in the country’s military and 

security apparatus. No easy task indeed, especially since it included a significant risk of 

backlash and civil war, however the most vital issues of resource scarcity and economy 

have been largely ignored. This move to purge the security and military establishment is 
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seen by some not as a sign of reform, rather a consolidation of President Al-Hadi’s 

power. As Holger Albrecht argues: 

Restructuring and reform, in Hadi’s view, has meant primarily the replacement 
of the top brass in the government, the bureaucracy, and the security services 
in order to consolidate his position and curb the influence of potential rivals. 
(Albrecht) 

  

The General People’s Congress still controls the levers of government and the seat of 

power in the central government. However, political opposition for the Islah party, the 

largest Islamist opposition party has increased significantly of late, and the al-Houthi 

clan has also carved out a large territory for themselves in the Sadah governorate in the 

north. The status quo in Yemen has certainly shifted from the General People’s Congress 

being the only game in town, which is likely to be a source of more political conflict and 

infighting.  

 Finally, the North-South divide poses the most significant threat to Yemen’s 

ability to establish a new and stable political order that can sufficiently address the 

country’s deep economic woes.  The South’s grievances, both with the lack of adequate 

political representation and unequal share in the country’s resources and economies 

have been largely unaddressed. The old political and economic contract that Saleh 

oversaw was highly discriminatory against the South. The new leadership and the 

political system they engender will be judged, at least in the short run, according to 

their ability to create a new ecumenical contract that can reconcile the grievances of 

distribution of wealth and access to sources of prosperity. Herein lies Yemen’s most 

difficult challenge. Although two countries were united to form one Yemen in 1990, the 
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central government in Sana’a has little power outside the country’s capital. Large parts 

of the country are completely devoid of any influence and support from the central 

government. The new political system will have to develop its capacity, and indeed its 

bureaucracy, to penetrate largely ungoverned rural areas where a large portion of the 

Yemeni population lives, and where basic necessities like electricity and water are 

extremely rare. This will not only require capital and political will, but also an ability to 

weather opposition from within the central government and the outside actors, like the 

Southern Movement.  

  

A Post Oil Economy? Solutions for Yemen’s Economic Woes 

 Yemeni officials and President Saleh failed to plan for a post oil economy. They 

chose to continue the system of patronage that relied entirely on Yemen’s limited 

geological riches, despite severely declining oil production. In fairness, under President 

Saleh, Yemen’s economy saw a considerable increase in the production of various 

minerals. In 2009 large zinc deposits were discovered which are estimated to bring $600 

million into the Yemeni economy over twelve years. According to the US Geological 

Survey in 2010 at least sixteen foreign companies were conducting surveys and research 

in Yemen for minerals and metals such Zinc, Copper, Nickel, Gold, Limestone and 

Dolomite (Taib). Also in 2010 the Thani Dibai Mining Company discovered large gold 

reserves in Yemen worth $2 billion at the time south east of Wadi Hadhramawt. Yemen 

also has significant natural gas reserves. In 2010 Yemen had 490 billion cubic meters of 

proven natural gas reserves. Between 2009 and 2010 the production of natural gas 
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increased from 535,000 million cubic meters to 6.9 billion cubic meters (Taib), with 

various foreign companies active in the industry. An expansion in Yemen’s mining 

industry could provide skilled and unskilled labor with much needed jobs in a country 

where unemployment is 35%. (Central Intelligence Agency)   

 The chance for Yemen to address its water crisis is not completely gone either. 

Several workable solutions can be utilized to better manage Yemen’s water resources. 

Rainfall water harvesting is a technique to prevent as much rainfall from being wasted 

as possible. Private and government investment in the construction of dams and canals 

to capture and transport irrigation water is needed on a large scale across the country’s 

major agricultural areas. Upgrading government supply lines, which are notorious for 

losing a large amount of their water through leakages, is also an area where efficient 

water management can save it from seeping back into the ground.  

 Some have suggested that a return to traditional methods of irrigation, rather 

than drilling the underground aquifers for more water is the solution to Yemen’s water 

woes. A UN Development Report in 2003 suggested that Local communities have the 

advantage that they can better manage compliance with the law and bring social 

pressures to bear on violators (Al-Arhabi et al). However, Yemen’s significant economic 

and political crisis, coupled with the rate of population expansion will require large 

amounts of capital and technological expertise in new ways to gather (and/or 

desalinate) and transport water, which poor local communities and municipalities 

cannot afford to undertake as they are more often than not mired in conflict over 

sources of water. Desalination plants near the coasts may also be an option, but the 
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costs of building and operating desalination plants can be prohibitive. For instance 

Sydney, Australia’s desalination plant that provides desalinated water to 1.5 million 

people was built at a cost of $1.9 billion (Sydney’s Desal Plant), which is 3% of Yemen’s 

entire GDP. Further prohibitive costs of running and maintaining the plant, lack of 

availability of skilled labor to operate the plant in Yemen etc. also need to be taken into 

account. New technology, for instance the cheap filtration systems using paper thin 

graphene layers that reduce the amount of energy needed to filter water by 99% being 

developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the defense contractor 

Lockheed Martin (Alexander), do hold promise but are still in developmental stages and 

could take years to patent and put into mass production.  

Conclusion: Why Yemen Will Remain in Flux  

 Yemen is in a state of flux that is likely to last for some time. It has been at the 

center of political strife between differing ideologies, both secular and religious, for 

some time. From the British and Ottomans in the nineteenth century to the Soviets, 

United States and Saudi Arabia today, all have also found political and economic 

interests in Yemen. Today Yemen’s dire economic problems, stemming from its acute 

resource scarcity, its political mismanagement and uncertainty have produced security 

concerns for the United States and neighboring Saudi Arabia. In some ways the United 

States and the Saudi kingdom are partners in their concern for a secure Yemen, 

however, they may be rivals in the type of emerging political system due to their own 

political ideologies that are worlds apart. Furthermore, although economic solutions to 

Yemen’s problems exist, the drastic reforms needed are likely to be so unpopular among 
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certain factions that they will require significant amount of political strife, and perhaps 

even military action, to implement. Therefore, it is likely that the emerging political 

order will be tempted to forgo any reforms in favor of establishing its own status quo.   

 Furthermore, due to Yemen’s political uncertainty and the lack of any tangible 

outcomes and drawbacks of the National Dialogue it appears unlikely that the emerging 

political order will exercise the level of legitimacy and control needed to implement a 

large scale resource management strategy. This new strategy will be incumbent on a 

new societal contract that may see a transformation away from the system of patronage 

to a more developmental economic model. However, so far the national dialogue has 

been racked with political infighting, most significantly from the Southern Secessionist 

movement, that left the dialogue in August 2013 (‘Yemen’s National Dialogue’). As a 

result no semblance of a new social contract or even a new constitution has been 

introduced. 

 Yemen’s geological makeup has been a determining factor in where its seat of 

political power lies and its ability to assert meaningful influence and change in a country 

where over 90% of the area is desert. Its resource wealth formed the economic 

groundwork for the political order under Saleh, and its depletion is one of its major 

causes of collapse. Yemen’s harsh climate and resource scarcity are significant 

challenges as the capital and political authority needed for development in the desert 

can be almost prohibitive, neither of which Yemen can generate on its own.  

 The political order set up by Saleh was not only reliant on oil, it was largely 

dependent on economic aid from the US and wealthy neighboring Arab States. In an 
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effort to secure aid, Saleh utilized the strategy of allowing crises to metastasize and 

even manufactured crisis in order to keep international donors interested in Yemen. 

With the presence of Al Qaeda and the security threat it poses, the United States, 

Europe and Yemen’s neighboring Gulf States are likely to consider Yemen as part of their 

overall national security strategy. Therefore, international aid is considered necessary 

due to Yemen’s state of crisis. At the same time aid has also incentivized Yemen’s 

central government to allow crises to continue, as solving them could mean a 

reduction in aid. This certainly creates an awkward situation for outside donors, who 

wish to help Yemen overcome its dysfunction that drastically affects the lives of millions 

of people through food and water insecurity and other security issues. For western 

donors this is particularly vexing for several reasons. Firstly they cannot match the level 

of aid, and with it influence, which Saudi Arabia can muster. This allows Saudi Arabia far 

more influence in Yemen than the west, which may be a challenge for western policy 

makers who wish to see a resolution of Yemen’s problems through a democratic 

process. The kingdom’s military response to pro-democracy protesters in Bahrain in 

2011 is an indication of the Saudi government’s fear of a neighboring democratic state. 

Secondly, western donors have to contend with the fact that their aid is going into a 

system that has become more corrupt in the last days of Saleh’s presidency and is likely 

to remain that way, at least until the political turmoil is resolved. Therefore, the long 

term results for the Yemeni system of governance and its economic future will be 

economically reliant and therefore, dictated by undemocratic Saudi interests, rather 

than western ones. It is in this climate that Yemen will have to set long-term goals for 
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political and economic stability, rather than focus on short-term stability through the 

strategy of crisis management. Saudi Arabia’s presence to the immediate north ensures 

that Yemen will not be allowed to become a failed state, since civil war and strife in 

Yemen would spill over into Saudi Arabia and other neighboring countries.  A form of 

stability in Yemen is also vital to US interests as instability in the Saudi Kingdom could be 

disastrous to not only global oil prices but also strain warm US-Saudi relations. 

Therefore, in all likelihood Yemen may continue as a state constantly flirting with 

internal collapse and reliant on foreign aid. The Yemeni regime under Saleh was acutely 

aware of Yemen’s strategic position and used crises to its advantage internationally and 

locally. However, for the emerging political order revenues from natural resources and 

international aid are unlikely to be enough to continue the system of patronage. 

Attempting to salvage the old order will only result in Yemen moving from one crisis to 

the next as before. Yemen’s political class will have to devise a sustainable political and 

developmental economic system. In its absence Yemen is likely to experience significant 

political and economic strife in the foreseeable future.        

 Finally, a thorough and continuous case study of Yemen is vital to the region, 

since the problems of resource scarcity (especially water) are not Yemen’s alone. The 

growing economies of the Gulf Cooperation Council, and especially Syria and Jordan 

have also been facing acute water shortages due to depletion and droughts. A case 

study of the political and social effects of resource depletion in resource driven 

economies like Yemen could be vital to understanding and preventing a resource crisis 

in the region.  
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